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Abstract

The derivative nonlinear Schr6dinger (DNLS) equation arises as a physical model
for ultra-short pulse propagation. In this article, linearization operators of solitons in
the DNLS hierarchy are studied. It is shown that these operators commute with the
recursion operator of the hierarchy. In addition, they can be factored into the recursion
operator and the linearization operator of the DNLS equation. Consequently, the com
plete set of eigenfunctions for the linearization operators of the entire hierarchy are
shown to be the same as those for the DNLS equation. These results lay the founda
tion for a unified soliton perturbation theory for the DNLS hierarchy. In addition, the
derivation used in this paper is simpler than the one used before for other integrable
hierarchies.

1 Introduction

In the theory of nonlinear waves, integrable equations play an important role because they
can be solved analytically by the inverse scattering method ([1], [2], and references therein).
Integrable equations support solitons which move stationarily and collide elastically. Many
of these integrable equations are also physically significant as they govern various physical
processes to the leading order of approximation. Notable examples include the KdV equa
tion for shallow water waves, the nonlinear Schrodinger (NLS) equation for dispersive wave
packets, the sine-Gordon equation for long Josephson junctions[3], and the derivative non
linear SchrOdinger(DNLS) equation for nonlinear Alfven wave in space plasma physics[4]
and ultra-short pulse propagation [5]. However, it is also recognized that in physical sys
tems, various perturbations to the integrable equations such as damping and higher-order
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dispersion are also inevitable[5]. These perturbations will affect the evolution of solitons in
an unknown way. Thus a soliton perturbation theory to integrable equations is also an im
portantissue. In a soliton perturbation theory, based on either the inverse scattering method
or a direct method (e.g., [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]), the key is to identify a complete set of the
so-called "squared eigenfunctions", which are eigenfunctions of the linearization operator
of the integrable equation. The "squared eigenfunctions" depend quadratically on the Jost
functions of the spectral operator in the Lax pair. However, the exact form of this quadratic
dependence differs for different equations. For instance, for the NLS equation, this depen
dence is a simple square [7, 9]. But for the KdV equation, the dependence is the spatial
derivative of the square [6,7]. For the massive Thirring model in lab coordinates [13], that
dependence is more complicated. Because of this ever-changing quadratic dependence, we
are forced to treat one equation at a time. The known exception is that for the KdV, NLS
and modified KdV hierarchies, the same "squared eigenfunctions" are eigenfunctions ofthe
linearization operators forthe entire hierarchy [14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. It is expected that the
same holds true for any integrable hierarchy, but a general proof is still not available at this
time.

The DNLS equation and its variations (such as the modified NLS equation) are re
ceiving more attention these days since these equations are relevant for ultra-short pulse
propagation in fibers and other waveguides [5, 19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26]. The current
technology for generating femto-second pulses has stimulated theoretical studies of such
pulses through the perturbed DNLS-type equations. With this motivation, here we study
the DNLS hierarchy and lay the mathematical framework for a unified perturbation theory
for the entire DNLS hierarchy.

The DNLS equation was first solved by the inverse scattering method in[27]. Its hi
erarchy and the recursion operator were obtained in [28]. A soliton perturbation theory
for the DNLS equation and the modified NLS equation was developed recently[29, 12]. It
was found that the eigenfunctions of the linearization operator are the derivatives of the
squared Jost solutions, and these eigenfunctions form a complete set[12]. In this paper, we
will show that the linearization operator of solitons for any member in the DNLS hierarchy
can be factored into a function of the recursion operator and the linearization operator of
the DNLS equation. In addition, the recursion operator and the linearization operator of
the DNLS equation are commutable. Consequently, the complete eigenfunctions for the
linearization operators of solitons for the entire DNLS hierarchy are the same as those ob
tained in[12] for the DNLS equation. Similar results for the adjoint linearization operators
are also given. With these results, a unified soliton perturbation theory for the entire DNLS
hierarchy can be formulated in a straightforward way. Such a perturbation theory should be
useful in theoretical studies of ultra-short pulses.

It is noted that these results closely resemble those which have been obtained before
for the KdV, NLS and modified KdV hierarchies[17]. However, our derivation in this pa
per, which is simply based on the commutability between the recursion operator and the
linearization operator of the hierarchy, is simpler than that used in [17]. Thus it is easier to
generalize to other integrable hierarchies. We hope that the results in this paper will shed
light on a general proof that the linearization operators of solitons in any integrable hierar
chy share the same complete set of eigenfunctions, and can be factored into the recursion
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operator and the linearization operator of the lowest member in the hierarchy.

2 The DNLS Hierarchy

The DNLS hierarchy was derived in Ref. [28]. Under certain restrictions it c~n be rewritten
as

Here,

iUr + [(_2iA)2n+l U]x = o.

v = (u, ii )T,

(1)

(2)

the superscript "T" represents the transpose of a matrix, the bar denotes the complex con
jugate, A is the recursion operator[28],

(3)

I is the unit matrix,

(4)

()3 is the third Pauli spin matrix, "t" is the Hermitian, and n is a non-negative integer. When
n = 0, Eq.(1) becomes the DNLS equation

(5)

When n 2 1, it gives the other members in this hierarchy. It is noted that the power
function in Eq. (1) can be generalized to any odd entire function [17]. But that generaliza
tion is trivial. For the clarity of presentation, we will not consider that slightly more general
case.

We define an inner product between two arbitrary vectors as

(6)

This definition of the inner product is more convenient than the one used in [12], as we
will see later in this paper. We also define the adjoint operator 0+ for an arbitrary operator
o as,

(gIOf) = (0+glf)· (7)

Here f and g are arbitrary vectors with f,g --7 0, as Ixl--7 00. Then the adjoint operator
of A is

(8)

(9)

where

jx ~ (u )jXL = -(J3U -00 dyU' = - -ii _= dy (ii, u).

Note that A+ is different from that in [28] because of the different definition of the inner
product.
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Theorem 1. The hierarchy equation (1) is equivalent to

iUt + (-2iA+)211+]Ux = O. (10)

Proof. First we prove by induction that for any integer n 2: 0 and a localized vector U,

(UxINU) = O.

For this purpose, we note that for any vector f = (f, f) T,

1 1

cr;IA+dxf = Af - "2U(U\dxf) = Af + "2U(Uxlf)o

(11)

(12)

In addition, At is in the form of (g,gl, hence so is NU. Consequently, (U xINU) is a
real quantity.

To prove Eq 0 (11) by induction, we can easily check that (11) holds for n = 0 and 1.
Now, suppose it also holds for 0, 1, 0 0 0' up to n - 1, then

and

a-I (A+)nd U = AnUx x ,

(UxINU) = \Uxld;] (A+YdxU) = -(UI(A+YdxU).

However, from the definition of the adjoint operator (7), we have

(UxINU) = ((A+YUxIU) = (UI(A+)nux).

(13)

(14)

(15)

Combining Eqso (14) and (15) and recalling that (UxINU) is a real quantity, we con
clude that

\UxINU) =0. (16)

This completes the induction proof of Eq. (11). Because of Eq. (11) and relation (12),
we quickly find that

dxNU = (A+YUx.

Thus Eq. (10) is equivalent to Eqo (1).
One-soliton solutions of the hierarchy (1) or (10) are [27, 12]

U211+](x,t) = -411 ~]e28 + s]e-28 .
(S] e28+ S]e-28)2 e-21<P = uo(8)e-2ilj>,

where S] = l1eiy/2 is the discrete eigenvalue,

8=11(x-X), X=C211+]t+Xo,

J:( A) A A 1<p=~x-x +<p, <P=-"2d211+1t+<PO,

~= Re(si), 11= Im(si) ,

c = (_1)"+]2211+1 A411+2sin(2n+ 2)y211+] Ll 0 ,

SIllY

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)
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and

d _ (_I)n22n+2A4n+4sin(2n+ 1)y~+]- il ..
Sill 'Y

When n = 0, these solitons become the DNLS soliton which has been obtained before

[27]. Note that

(24)

where

(25)

and the recursion relation for coefficients Cm and dm are

and

Co = -I, do = O.

3 Linearization Operators of the DNLS Hierarchy

In a coordinate system (x, i) moving with speed C2n+],

i= x - C2n+It - xo, t = t,

we have

Let

and drop the tildes, the hierarchy (10) becomes

iUr - d2n+1(J3U - iC2n+l U x + (-2iA +)2n+] Ux = O.

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)

(31)

Its stationary soliton solution is U o. To linearize this equation around the soliton solu
tion U 0, we write

U(x,t) = Uo(x) +£q(x,t),

where £« 1, and q is the perturbation. Simple calculations show that

(32)

(-i2i\ +)2n+1 (Vox +£qx) = (-i2Atfn+1 U ox +£( -i2At)2n+] qx
211+]

+£ E (-i2At)i-] (iC2n+l-iA +d211+I_iB)q + 0(£2)(33)
i=]

where

(34)

and

(35)
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Thus the linearized equation of the DNLS hierarchy (10) [or equivalently, (I)] around a
soliton Uo(x) is

where

(iar - L2n+J)q = 0, (36)

2n+1

L2n+1 = iC2n+1ax + (J3d2n+1 - (-i2A!)2n+lax - L (-i2A(j)i-1 (iC2n+l-iA + d2n+l-iB)
i=1

is the linearization operator. When n = 0, LI is the linearization operator for the DNLS
equation. It can be rewritten as [12]

L =( -axx-i2[luoI2+2S]ax-i2(luoI2)x+4~4 -iU6dx-i(u6h). (37)I -iu6dx-i(u6)x dxx-i2[1uoI2+2S]dx-i2(luoI2h-4~4

4 Structure of Linearization Operators in the DNLS Hierarchy

In this section, we determine the structure as well as complete eigenfunctions of the DNLS
hierarchy's linearization operator .L2n+l. We present our results in a series oflemmas and a
theorem.

Lemma 1. Ll and A6 are commutable, i.e.,

LJA6 = A6LI.

This lemma can be verified directly.

Lemma 2. L2n+l and A6 are commutable for any non-negative integer n, i.e.,

L2n+lA6 = A6.L2n+I' n::::: O. (38)

Proof. We will use induction to prove it. When n = 0, Eq. (38) is true in view of Lemma
1. Now suppose it is true for n - 1, i.e.,

.L2n- 1A6 = A6L2n- I, (39)

we need to prove that (38) is true for n as well. Recalling equation (37) and utilizing
assumption (39), it is easy to find that

(-2iA~)L2n+1 - L2n+l (-2iA~) =

(-2iA~) {iC2n+1 ax +d2n+1<J3 - (ic2nA + d2nB) - (-2iA~)(ic2n_IA + d2n-1B) }

- {iC2n+1ax +d2n+1 <J3 - (iC2nA +d2nB) - (-2iA~)(ic2n_lA + d2n-1B) } (-2iA~)

+( -2i~?(ic2n-1 ax + d2n-l<J3)( -2iAb) - (-2iA~?(iC2n-1 ax + d2n-1 <J3). (40)

Now relating coefficients C2n+l,C2n,d2n+1 and d2n to C2n-l and d2n-1 by the recursion
relation (26), collecting all terms proportional to C2n-1 and d2n-1 respectively, and recalling
the expressions for operators A and B, we can easily verify that the right hand side of the
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above equation vanishes identically. Thus L2n+l and A6 are commutable for any n. This
completes the induction proof.

Lemmas 1 and 2 have important consequences. Previously, we have found the DNLS
linearization operator '£I'S complete set of eigenfunctions as [12]

Here

'JI(X,S)=Ox( 'I1i(x,s), 'I1~(x,S) )T, lJ1(x,S)=ox( \jii(x,s), \ji~(x,S) {, (42)

\j1(x, S) = 01;\!I(x, S)k=1;]l 'P(x, S) = o1;'P(x,S) 11;=~1 (43)

are squared eigenfunctions, and 'I1(x, S) and \ji(x, S) are Jost solutions of the scattering equa
tions for the hierarchy (1) and (10) which are given as [27, 12]

The eigenrelations are

LI \!I(x, S) = -4(S2 - Si)(S2 - ~i)\¥(x, S),

- 2 2 2 -2-
LI\¥(x,S)=4(S -SI)(S -SI)\¥(x,S),

LI \!I(x, sd = LI lJ1(x,~d = 0,

LI'P(x,SI) = -16illSI\¥(x,SI),

LIIJ1(X,~I) = -16ill~I'P(X,~1).

(44)

(45)

(46)

(47)

(48)

(49)

(50)

(51)

Because A6 and.£1 as well as L2n+1 are commutable, the above eigenfunctions of .£1

are also eigenfunctions of ~ and L2n+l. In addition, using the commutability relations as
well as asymptotics of these operators and eigenfunctions at large Ixl values, we can easily

obtain the eigenrelations of operators A~ and L2n+1 as follows:

t 2
Ao \¥(x, S) = S \¥(x, S),

t- 2-
Ail\!I(x, S) = S \¥(x, S),
t 2

Ao\¥(x,SI) = SI\¥(X,SI),
t - - -2 - -

Ao\¥(x,SI) = S \¥(X,SI),

~ . 2 .
AQ\¥(x,SI) = SI\¥(x, SI) +2S1\¥(x, SI),

(52)

(53)

(54)

(55)

(56)
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. .:. - -2 . - - -
~\!I(x,S]) = s]'P(x,S])+2S]'P(x,S]),

.£2n+]\!I(x, S) = G2n+](-2is2),¥(x, S),
- . 2 -

.£2n+]\!I(X,S) = -G2n+] (-21S )'¥(x,S),

.£2n+]'¥(x,S]) = .£2n+]'¥(X,~]) = 0,

.£2n+]~(x, S]) = -4iS] G;n+] (-2isi)'¥(x, S]),
.:. - .-, ·-2 - -

.£2n+]\!I (X, S]) = 41S]G2n+] (-21S])'¥(X, S]),

G2n+](z) = In+2 - iC2n+]Z- d2n+].

(57)

(58)

(59)

(60)

(61)

(62)

(63)

Eqs. (58)-(62) show that the complete eigenfunctions (41) of the DNLS linearization
operator .£] are also the complete eigenfunctions of the linearization operator .£2n+] of
the entire DNLS hierarchy. Below we further determine the structure of the linearization
operators .£2n+] in the hierarchy.

Lemma 3. For any non-negative integer n, the function defined by

G2n+] (z)

F2n+] (z) = (z + 2iSi)(z + 2i~i)
(64)

is a polynomial function of z. In particular, F] (z) = 1.

Proof. First of all, we find from the recursion relations (26) and (27) that c] = -4s"

d] = 4(s,2+T}2). Also recall that si = s,+ iT}.Thus it is easy to verify F] (z) = 1. In order
to prove that F2n+](Z) is a polynomial function for any n 2:: 1, we just need to show that
G2n+](-2isi) and G2n+](-2i~i) vanish. We will use induction to do that.

When n = 0, G] (- 2isi) is obviously zero since F] (z) = 1. Now suppose

G2n-1 (-2isi) = (2isi)2n - 2C2n-] si - d2n-] = O.

Utilizing the recursion relations (26), we have

(65)

G2n+](-2isi) = (2isi)2n+2 - 2si {(4T}2-12s,2)c2n_] - 4s,d2n-]}

- {16s,(s,2+T}2)C2n_] +4(s,2 +T}2)d2n_]}. (66)

Then using the assumption (65), it is simple to verify that the right hand side of Eq. (66)
is identically zero. Thus G2n+](-2isi) is zero for all non-negative integers n. Similarly,
G2n+] (-2i~i) is zero as well. Hence Lemma 3 is proved.

Next, we present the main result of this paper.

Theorem 2. The linearization operator .£2n+] of the DNLS hierarchy has the following

factorization:

.£2n+] = F2n+](-2iAri).£], (67)

where F2n+1(Z) is the polynomial function defined in equation (64), .£] is the linearization

operator of the DNLS equation, and n is any non-negative integer.
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Proof. Define the operator

(68)

To prove that J-{2n+l = 0, we need to show thai .16n+lg(X) = 0 for any function g(x)

in the Lz space. Since the set of eigenfunctions (41) are complete in the. Lz space, thus

we just need to show that .16n+l acting on each function in this complet~ set is zero. This
can be done by utilizing the eigenrelations of operators Lzn+ I,Ll and A6 presented above.
With those relations, we can easily verify that Lzn+ I acting on each of the functions in that
complete set is zero. Thus J-{ZI1+1= 0, and the theorem is proved.

We note that the technique we used to prove the above factorization theorem is based
almost entirely on the commutability relation between the recursion operator and the lin
earization operator of the DNLS hierarchy. This method is much simpler that the one used
in [17] for the proof of similar factorization results for the KdV, NLS and modified NLS
hierarchies. Thus, it will be the method of choice if one wants to determine the linearization

operator structure for a general integrable hierarchy.

The structure and complete eigenfunctions of the adjoint linearization operator Li,l+ I
can be obtained easily from the above results and Ref. [12]. In fact, because At and L2n+l

are commutable, their adjoint operator Ao and Lin+] are commutable as well. The complete
eigenfunctions of the adjoint DNLS linearization operator

are

where

( 2 Z ) T - ( -z -z r ) T<P(x,~)= <p](x,S), <Pz(x,~) , <P(x,~)= <Pl(x,~), <P2(x,,,,) , (71)

<i>(x,~) = ol;<P(x,~) k==I;Jl ct>(x,~) = ol;ct>(x,~) k==~1 (72)

are squared eigenfunctions, <!>(x,~) and ~(x,~) are lost solutions given by [27, 12]

(73)

(74)

Then using the large-x asymptotics of the above eigenfunctions and the commutability

between Ao and (Li, Li,1+1)' we can readily find that the set of functions (70) is also the
complete set of eigenfunctions for the adjoint linearization operator Lin+l' The eigenrela
tions are the same as Eqs (58) to (62) except that L2n+l is replaced by its adjoint Lin+l'

The factorization formula for the adjoint operator Li,1+1 is

(75)
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Inner products between eigenfunctions (41) and adjoint eigenfunctions (70) are

(<t>(1;:/)I\¥(1;:)) = i21t1;:2a2(1;:)8(1;:2 _1;:/2),

(<I>(1;:/)I'¥(1;:)) = -i21t1;:2iP(1;:)8(1;:2 _1;:/2),

.:. - - -. 1;:] 2

(<1>(1;:])I\¥(1;:d) = (<I>(1;:])I\¥(1;:J)} = -2ei (1;:J),

. - - .:. - 1;:] ·2 -

(<I>(1;:])I\¥(1;:])) = (<I>(1;:])I\¥(1;:J)) = 2G (1;:J),

.:. -. 1 .2 1 ...
(<I>(1;:])I\¥(1;:])} = -2a (1;:]) - 21;:]a(1;:])a(1;:]),

. .:.- 12- 1 - -
(<I>(1;:J)I\¥(1;:])} = 2£1 (1;:])+21;:]£1(1;:])0(1;:]).

(76)

(77)

(78)

(79)

(80)

(81)

The above results are sufficient to construct a direct soliton perturbation theory for the
DNLS hierarchy.

5 Summary and Discussion

In summary, we have proved that the DNLS hierarchy is a new member in the club of hi
erarchies whose linearization operators around solitons can be factored into the recursion

operator and the linearization operator of the first equation in the hierarchy, and the entire
hierarchy share the same "squared eigenfunctions". With these results, it is straightfor
ward to develop a direct soliton perturbation theory for any member in the DNLS hierarchy.
Given the physical importance of the DNLS equation and the related modified NLS equa
tion for modelling the propagation of ultra-short optical pulses [5], we expect that these
results will be helpful for those physical applications. Furthermore, the technique we used
to establish these results is simpler than the one used in [17] for other hierarchies. Thus the
present technique is easier to be generalized when new hierarchies are encountered.

From a mathematical point of view, the results of this paper shed light on the structure
of linearization operators in a general integrable hierarchy. It is known that similar results
as those presented above have also been obtained for three other hierarchies: the KdV hi

erarchy, the NLS hierarchy, and the modified KdV hierarchy [17]. However, whether all
integrable hierarchies share these properties is still unclear. Evidence suggests that this
statement is true, but a general proof is still lacking. The derivation we used in this paper
indicates that once the linearization operator of a hierarchy commutes with its recursion
operator, then it naturally follows that the linearization operators of the entire hierarchy
share the same s~t of eigenfunctions. It also follows that the linearization operators of the
hierarchy linearized around solitons can be factored into the recursion operator and the
linearization operator of the first equation in this hierarchy. Right now, several different
methods (including the one used in this paper) exist for proving the commutability between
the recursion operator and the linearization operator of a hierarchy [14, 16, 17, 18]. Even
though this commutability for a general integrable hierarchy has not been established so far,
we conjecture that it does hold. To prove this commutability, one needs to have a good un
derstanding on how the recursion operator of an integrable hierarchy is constructed (see [30]
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and references therein for a discussion on this issue). Once this commutability is proved,
then the structure of the linearization operators around solitons in a general hierarchy will
immediately follow. At the same time, all linearization operators in the hierarchy will share
the same complete set of eigenfunctions.
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